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2D-arrays depending on window size? I'm new to Matlab and use the array toolbox

to create 2D-arrays. When I want to create a 4x4 array and set the values to a
reasonable level (say 30 %), I create a cell array and use mat2cell. The output is an
array in cells that I can manipulate. It works fine, except that the cells seem to be a
bit too small. When I want to create a matrix with 5x5 cells (creating a 2D-array of
size (5x5)), I use mat2cell again. This time the output is a matrix, but the values are
much too large (say 1000 %). I did some research on SO and found that mat2cell
uses the value of the minimum of the current row and column. And because I now
create 5x5 cells, the minimum gets much higher than when I create a 4x4 array. Is

there a way to create a 2D-array of 5x5 cells and get the "correct" display? (I
thought that mat2cell automatically divided the cells, so the matrix-output has the

same size as the input
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Free Primrose WordPress Theme v.1.2.4 –
ThemeForest, It was really great to visit your
site, I found what I needed, appreciate it for
putting up. Beth-1951, themes, 2019-04-14

18:54 | from | comments | more. Is a free and
premium responsive WordPress theme. It's
clean and minimal which makes the content

standout. It's...Observations on the
assessment of intraocular lens power

calculations. Several factors may affect the
accuracy of intraocular lens (IOL) power
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calculations in the current era of small-
incision cataract surgery: improved biometry,

high-precision calculation tools, surgical
techniques and more accurate measurements
of refractive status. Although many studies

have attempted to compare different
calculation algorithms, few have compared
the accuracy of calculations using biometry,

ray tracing, a ray-tracing IOL master, and the
true IOL power based on previous

keratometric data. We used a ray tracing IOL
master and calculated IOL power in 109 eyes,
all from a single surgeon. We correlated the
power and axis of the calculated IOL power

with the true IOL power, the eyes' actual
preoperative biometric data (axial length,

keratometric data, anterior chamber depth),
and the surgical biometry and surgical

outcomes. Our biometric parameters showed
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high degrees of correlation with the true IOL
power (all parameters, r >0.9). The ray

tracing IOL master showed a lower
correlation with the true IOL power (r =

0.71). The mean difference between the ray
tracing IOL master and the true IOL power
was -0.44 D. One-week IOL power changes

did not affect the accuracy of biometric
measurements, but the variability of the IOL

master was higher. This variation in the
refractive status should be considered when

performing cataract surgery. The IOL master
is an accurate and reproducible instrument,

but the instrument-related factors
(traceable/non-traceable beam, IOL model,

measurement of the anterior chamber depth)
can influence the result of IOL

calculations.Q: how to hide the Ubuntu
Software Center icon in GNOME panel?
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How do I hide the Software Center icon in
my panel? I want to show more space. A:

You can hide it by going to System ->
Preferences -> Startup Applications, and

changing the option to Not Show in the Menu
Bar. A 2d92ce491b
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